Disc One
1. GOOD ROCKIN' TONIGHT
2. HOUND DOG
3. JAILHOUSE ROCK
4. TRYIN' TO GET TO YOU
5. WEAR MY RING AROUND YOUR NECK
6. ONE NIGHT
7. I NEED YOUR LOVE TONIGHT
8. TOO MUCH
9. HARD HEADED WOMAN
10. (LET ME BE YOUR) TEDDY BEAR
11. RETURN TO SENDER
12. (MARIE'S THE NAME) HIS LATEST FLAME
13. (YOU'RE THE) DEVIL IN DISGUISE
14. GUITAR MAN
15. U.S. MALE
16. BURNING LOVE

Disc Two
1. THAT'S ALL RIGHT
2. HEARTBREAK HOTEL
3. BLUE SUEDE SHOES
4. DON'T BE CRUEL
5. READY TEDDY
6. ALL SHOOK UP
7. LAWDY, MISS CLAWDY
8. A BIG HUNK O' LOVE
9. STUCK ON YOU
10. LITTLE SISTER
11. GOOD LUCK CHARM
12. HI-HEEL SNEAKERS
13. THE PROMISED LAND
14. T-R-O-U-B-L-E
15. UNRELEASED BONUS CUT: BABY WHAT YOU WANT ME TO DO
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1. GOOD ROCKIN' TONIGHT
Music and lyrics by Roy Brown.
Sun 211 (1954)
Did not chart.
Fort Knox Music Inc./Trio Music Co. Inc. BMI.

2. HOUND DOG
Music and lyrics by Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller.
RCA 47-660 (1956) No. 1*
Gladys Music. ASCAP.

3. JAILHOUSE ROCK
Music and lyrics by Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller.
RCA 47-7035 (1957) No. 1*
Mike Stoller Music/Jerry Leiber Music. ASCAP.

4. TRYIN' TO GET TO YOU
Music and lyrics by Charles Singleton and Rose Marie McCoy.
RCA LP LPM-125 (1956)
Did not chart.
Slow Dancing Music LLC. BMI.
Gladys Music. ASCAP.

5. WEAR MY RING AROUND YOUR NECK
Music and lyrics by Bert Carroll and Russell Moody.
RCA 47-7240 (1958) No. 2*
Lollipop Music Corp. BMI.

6. ONE NIGHT
Music and lyrics by Dave Bartholomew, Pearl King and Anita Steiman.
RCA 47-7410 (1958) No. 4*
EMI Unart Catalog Inc./R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI

7. I NEED YOUR LOVE TONIGHT
Music and lyrics by Sid Wayne and Bix Reicher.
RCA 47-7506 (1959) No. 4*
Holly-Hill Music Publishing Co./Malvern Music Co. ASCAP.

8. TOO MUCH
Music and lyrics by Bernard Weinman.
RCA 47-6800 (1957) No. 1*
Southern Belle Music Publisher/R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.

9. HARD HEADED WOMAN
Music and lyrics by Claude de Metrues.
RCA 47-7280 (1958) No. 1*
Gladys Music. ASCAP.

10. (LET ME BE YOUR) TEDDY BEAR
Music and lyrics by Bernie Lowe and Kal Mann.
RCA 47-7000 (1957) No. 1*
Gladys Music. ASCAP.

* Indicates highest Billboard chart position.
11. **RETURN TO SENDER**
Music and lyrics by Otis Blackwell and Winfield Scott.
RCA 47-8100 (1962) No. 2*
R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.

12. **(MARIE’S THE NAME) HIS LATEST FLAME**
RCA 47-7908 (1961) No. 4*
R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.

13. **(YOU’RE THE) DEVIL IN DISGUISE**
Music and lyrics by Bill Giant, Bernie Baum and Florence Kaye.
RCA 47-8188 (1963) No. 3*
R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.

14. **GUITAR MAN**
Music and lyrics by Jerry Hubbard.
RCA 47-9425 (1968) No. 43*
Vector Music/Sixteen Stars Music. BMI.

15. **U.S. MALE**
Music and lyrics by Jerry Hubbard.
RCA 47-9465 (1968) No. 28*
Vector Music/Sixteen Stars Music. BMI.

16. **BURNING LOVE**
Music and lyrics by Dennis Linde.
RCA 74-0769 (1972) No. 2*
Combine Music Corp. BMI.
1. THAT'S ALL RIGHT
Music and lyrics by Arthur Crudup.
Sun 210 (1954)
Did not chart.
Crudup Music/Unichappell Music Inc. BMI.

2. HEARTBREAK HOTEL
Music and lyrics by Mae Boren Axton, Tommy Durden and Elvis Presley.
RCA 47-6420 (1956) No. 1*
Sony/ATV Songs Tree. BMI.

3. BLUE SUEDE SHOES
Music and lyrics by Carl Perkins.
RCA EPA-747 (1956) No. 20*
Carl Perkins Music Inc./Unichappell Music Inc. BMI.

4. DON'T BE CRUEL
Music and lyrics by Otis Blackwell and Elvis Presley.
RCA 47-6604 (1956) No. 1*
EMI Unart Catalog Inc./R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.

5. READY TEDDY
Music and lyrics by John Marascalco and Robert Blackwell.
RCA LP LPM-1382 (1956)
Did not chart.
Sony/ATV Songs ATV Venice SP/R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.

6. ALL SHOOK UP
Music and lyrics by Otis Blackwell and Elvis Presley.
RCA 47-6870 (1957) No. 1*
EMI Unart Catalog Inc./R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.

7. LAWDY, MISS CLAWDY
Music and lyrics by Lloyd Price.
RCA 47-6642 (1956)
Did not chart.
Sony/ATV Songs ATV Venice SP. BMI.

8. A BIG HUNK O' LOVE
Music and lyrics by Aaron Schroeder and Sid Wyche.
RCA 47-7600 (1959) No. 1*
Rachel's Own Music. ASCAP.

9. STUCK ON YOU
Music and lyrics by Aaron Schroeder and J. Leslie McFarland.
RCA 47-7740 (1960) No. 1*
Rachel's Own Music/Gladys Music. ASCAP.

10. LITTLE SISTER
Music and lyrics by Jerome “Doc” Pomus and Mort Shuman
RCA 47-7908 (1961) No. 5*
R and H Music/Elvis Presley. BMI.
11. **GOOD LUCK CHARM**
Music and lyrics by Aaron Schroeder and Wally Gold.
RCA 47-7992 (1962) No. 1*
Rachel's Own Music/Gladys Music. ASCAP.

12. **HI-HEEL SNEAKERS**
Music and lyrics by Robert Higgenbotham.
RCA 47-9425 (1968)
Did not chart.
Lily Pond Music. BMI.

13. **THE PROMISED LAND**
Music and lyrics by Chuck Berry.
RCA PB-10074 (1974)
No. 14*
Arc Music Corp. BMI.

14. **T-R-O-U-B-L-E**
Music and lyrics by Jerry Chesnut.
RCA PB-10278 (1975)
No. 35*
Sony/ATV Songs Tree. BMI.

---

**15. BABY WHAT YOU WANT ME TO DO**
Music and lyrics by Jimmy Reed.
(1968) Previously unreleased.
Conrad Music/The Seeds of Reed Music. BMI.